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Chronic migraine, a disabling condition that affects the 2% of
migraine population, is frequently associated with medication
overuse that makes this condition difficult to treat. Many prior
investigations have affirmed the efficacy and importance of
having patients withdraw from all offending medications con-
tributing to this condition, as well as point to the need to
carefully follow patients after withdrawal to avoid relapses,
minimize the chances of resuming recurrent overuse and
maintain, hopefully improve, the clinical benefits of whatever
concurrent therapeutic approach was provided.

Also, clinical results are enhanced when traditional thera-
pies are combined with behavioral approaches, in particular
mindfulness that help patients become more conscious about
their symptoms and learn techniques for managing pain with-
out medications [1]. At the Besta Institute, we have been fol-
lowing a cohort of patients who have completed a supervised
medication withdrawal, which is followed by a specific pro-
phylaxis for migraine, but also a specially designed program
for mindfulness practice, that is administered for 6 weekly-45-
min sessions to patients in small groups. As the coronavirus

began to spread rapidly throughout Italy, our in-clinic ap-
proach was no longer advisable or feasible, as patients were
unable to attend sessions on a regular basis. Thus, our aim in
this study was to investigate the feasibility and the effective-
ness of mindfulness by smart phone combined to video calls
for clinical evaluation and follow-up of patients with chronic
migraine and medication overuse after withdrawal program
and to confirm the effectiveness after 1 year

We organized and evaluated a pilot intervention capa-
ble of using existing technology, in this case smartphones,
to ensure that patients were able to receive and practice
the mindfulness treatment as an adjunct to their care once
they were no longer able to return to the hospital for in-
person treatment. Twenty patients recruited and treated at
the Neuroalgology Unit of the IRCCS Foundation “Carlo
Besta” Neurological Institute, completed our standard
medication withdrawal program. After that, they were
provided the additional training needed for mindfulness
on their smartphone practicing each day for 12 min. All
remote sessions were recorded by the expert who gener-
ally manages face-to-face sessions at the hospital. A sep-
arate weekly video call was made in order to evaluate
their clinical condition and encourage and reinforce use
of the pain management strategies being provided.
Patients had to record their headache episodes on the dai-
ly headache diary, and they will be followed with regular
meetings every 3 months up to 1 year. Fifteen patients
have completed the treatment protocol to date, reporting
a mean reduction of days of migraine per month of 50%,
with a concurrent mean reduction of medication intake per
month of the same amount—50% recorded by the daily
headache diary. At the end of the program, patients
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reported migraine without aura at high frequency; they
did not report medication overuse. Our preliminary find-
ings, recorded after treatment, suggest this combination
treatment modality, which allowed patients to continue
their therapeutic process and be followed regularly, but
remotely, after withdrawal, revealed a significant decrease
in terms of clinical indexes. Adherence to the treatment
was judged as high based of response that were recorded,
but admittedly not evaluated systematically. Our prelimi-
nary findings confirm that this type of combined treatment
(in-clinic followed by smartphone delivery outside of the
clinic) can yield results similar to those we obtained in
previous studies relying on in-clinic treatment alone. This
approach, which evolved in response to a severe health
crisis, warrants further, more controlled investigations to
document and replicate both the clinical effectiveness as
well as the saving in terms of time on the part of patients
and staff and need for resources. The literature of the last
decades [2, 3] promote the use of smart phone or telemed-
icine for clinical and therapeutic applications with encour-
aging results. This modality, applied during this specific
and dramatic situation, allowed our patients to continue
their therapeutic process reinforcing their efforts and to be
followed regularly during the 1 year after withdrawal.
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